
Managing and Automating Your
Business with Chad Dike

The article dissects an interview with Daryl Urbanski, a prominent business automation
specialist and online marketing leader, sharing valuable insights for business growth
and wealth creation.

It introduces readers to essential growth strategies, including the use of KPIs, the power
of outsourcing, and the relevance of effective time management.

Engaging with these exercises, you will discover practical methods to enhance business
productivity, increase sales, scale operations, and potentially attain multimillionaire
status.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"The winning opt-in page converted 20% more visitors to leads. That
followed through to double the sales on the back end."

What You'll Learn From the Activity

The activities and questions are designed to facilitate deep understanding
and application of the insights offered in the article. They will guide you to
assess your business approach, identify areas of improvement, maximize
productivity, and produce strategic decisions based on KPIs.

Activity

Identify and list three KPIs in your business
1.
2.
3.



Reflect on Daryl Urbanski's quote about converting visitors to leads. How can you
apply this concept to your business?

How can you modify your operations to aim for this increase?

Why should sales be your primary focus over conversions or clicks?

What steps would you take to refine your focus on sales?

Reflect on your core strength areas. List three.

1.
2.
3.



Identify three tasks outside of your core strengths that could be potential
outsourcing opportunities.

.

How would outsourcing these tasks affect your productivity rates?

Test the Productivity Challenge Timer app for a day. Did it affect your
productivity? If yes, how?

What measures can you apply to manage your time effectively?

How does changing your mindset affect the scalability of your business?

Consider your clients. How could a stronger sales process impact them?.



Can you identify potential bottlenecks in your business? List three.

1.

2.

3.

Provide one possible solution for each of the three identified bottlenecks.

Can you apply the "Take-Implement-Give" approach in your business? How
would you go about it?

Identify three lessons you have learned from this article.

1.
2.
3

Choose one of these lessons to implement in your business within the next 24
hours. What are the necessary steps?

.

How can you delegate tasks based on the lessons you learned?



What is one task you can delegate right away to your team or outsourced
personnel?

Reflecting on Clarity and Emphasis: Why is clear and consistent reporting
important in business growth?

Special Effects what part of your website or business system could do with a 3.0
upgrade?

True or False: Outsourcing tasks outside your core strength areas can enhance
productivity.

How will implementing these lessons benefit you and your business in the long
run?

How would your business goals shift if you start thinking in terms of 10,000?



What could be the immediate impact on your business if you implement
Urbanski's wisdom?

Write a short paragraph showcasing your plan for implementing these ideas in
the coming week.

Fill in the Blanks: "Implementing lessons I have learned about __ could
potentially help me boost _ in my business."

Do you see yourself becoming a multimillionaire business owner in the future?
Why or why not?

In what ways do you think Daryl Urbanski's strategies can help you streamline
your business operations?

Based on the information in the article, write down your business mission. Are
you more confident about achieving it now?


